
Place a floor spot on the ground and a hoop, 2 steps
away.

  

TO PLAY

Create a throwing line by placing a floor spot on the
ground. Place the other floor spot 3 steps away.

Starting in the middle of the triangle, go to a marker
and pick up a shuttlecock then sidestep to move the
shuttlecock on top of the empty marker. Then pick up  
the next shuttlecock and move to the next empty
marker.  

3 markers
2 beanbags or shuttlecocks

2 markers or floor spots             1 hoop
1 shuttlecock or bean bag

SCORING

2 markers or floor spots
1 shuttlecock or bean bag

KS2 

Starting behind the throwing line, use your racket
hand, throwing the shuttlecock past the minimum
distance line. Retrieve the shuttlecock, run back to
the throwing line, and throw again.

Standing at the floor spot, hold the shuttlecock with
your non racket hand and get into your underarm
serve position. Serve the shuttlecock by striking it with
the palm of your racket hand & aim for it to land in the
hoop. Retrieve the shuttlecock & repeat.

Collect 1 point every time the
beanbag/shuttlecock lands in the hoop in
60 seconds.

goes virtu
al

Collect 1 point for every
beanbag/shuttlecock you move in 60
seconds.

THE CHALLENGES

READY STEADY THROW SERVE MACHINE SHUTTLE SWTICH

CLICK HERE TO
OPEN IN YOUTUBE

CLICK HERE TO
OPEN IN YOUTUBE

CLICK HERE TO
OPEN IN YOUTUBE

Collect 1 point every time the
beanbag/shuttlecock lands past the
minimum distance line in 60 seconds.

Set up the 3 markers in a triangle, 2 steps apart. Place
a shuttlecock or beanbag on top of 2 of the markers.

TO PLAY

CHALLENGE VIDEOCHALLENGE VIDEO CHALLENGE VIDEO

TO PLAY

SCORING SCORING

EQUIPMENT 

SET UP

EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT 

SET UP SET UP

TOP TIP: Stand sideways to serveTOP TIP: Stand sideways to throw
overarm with power

TOP TIP: Sidestep and lunge
 staying low

https://youtu.be/AisgoYDVgWQ
https://youtu.be/poEIw6muLTI
https://youtu.be/nWVUrqIeEMs

